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that a company has to make to compete on the market successfully. It becomes an 
especially hot issue when a new building season is about to start. By reviewing and 
adjusting its pricing strategy Ruukki Rus will be able to become more profitable in up-
coming building season. 
The aim of this thesis is to find out the price level that will generate the highest prof-
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was clear that its outcome was going to be valuable for the company. 
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ing the requirement specification to the competitors, receiving commercial offers 
from them and having interviews with industry experts were a part of primary data 
collection. Secondary data was used to gather information concerning competitors 
and market conditions.
Calculations of the recommended price brought me to the conclusion that Ruukki Rus 
has flexibility in deciding price position for upcoming building season as profits at dif-
ferent prices are rather significant. Besides, the research results showed that sug-
gested price could be quite attractive to the customers.
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31 INTRODUCTION
It is known that price and pricing strategy are one of the most significant fac-
tors, which influence the success and profitability of an organization (Holtz 
1996, 17). According to Nagle and Hogan (2006, 14), when pricing is done cor-
rectly it becomes a force that drives an organization towards profitable growth 
and it helps achieving strategic business goals. Adapting to the changing con-
ditions of the business environment means that some problems and decisions 
have to be seen from different perspective (Proctor 2005, 27). That is why it is 
extremely important to choose a right strategy and stick to it. It is essential to 
understand that it is not possible to set the right goals and find the right 
means of reaching them without a market overview. According to Proctor 
(2005, 47) there are several factors that make organizations more profitable, 
however, not all of them are associated with marketing research. Therefore, 
there might be some doubts whether to undertake the research study at all or 
not. At the same time the research provides the researcher with better, more 
up-to-date information, which can be used later on for better decisions. As this 
thesis is going to cover such sensitive business area as pricing, it is rather ob-
vious that profitability factor is going to be the major factor in this research, as 
a result, there is definitely a need for marketing research.
This thesis is done for the company Ruukki Rus and its dealers Amicor and 
Andrometa. By looking at the current situation of the market and analyzing 
pricing trends in the sector, it will be possible to evaluate the position of 
Ruukki Rus on Russian market and propose pricing strategy which might be 
able to help to adjust existing strategy in order to meet the changes on the 
market.
First, the methodology of the research will be described, in order to clarify and 
explain all the decisions made during the research process. The sources of in-
4formation will be covered as well. Furthermore, there will be a brief introduc-
tion of the company, including the brief overview of the market, where 
Ruukki Rus is operating in. At the same time, the results of the research will 
be presented and analyzed in chapter 5. However, chapter 7 is the most im-
portant part of this thesis, as the calculations and justified price recommenda-
tions for building season 2010 can be found there.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The main purpose of this research is to find out the current pricing situation 
on the market, in order to develop recommendations for pricing strategy in 
building season 2010 for Ruukki Rus. Therefore, the main research question is: 
What could Ruukki Rus’ pricing strategy be in building season 2010, taking 
into consideration the current price level on the market? In order to answer 
this question the additional, so called, sub-questions and tasks have to be de-
fined. Table 1 presents the questions I have to answer and the tasks I have to 
accomplish in order to find the answers to the main research question.
5TABLE 1. Research tasks and research questions
Task to do Question to answer
Composing a database of competitors 
by myself, using different sources of 
information
Who are the competitors of Ruukki 
Rus on Russian market of steel 
structures?
Monitoring competitros’ prices for one 
ton of column (Rubles per ton) and 
create competitors’ pricing database
What are competitors’ prices for one 
ton of column?
Proposing pricing recommendations 
based on the economic performance 
2009 and pricing tendecies on the 
market
What is the ideal price for one ton of 
column for building season 2010, so 
that maximum profit can be achieved?
I would like to point out that this thesis is not covering the analysis of all 
gathered information. The only figure that will be discussed in this thesis is 
the price for one ton of columns. Narrowing down the research filed was an 
essential part of the research, because it is not possible to cover everything in 
one research. Price for one ton of columns was selected to be the main research 
area as it is a fundamental part of a steel structure building, and the price of 
overall project is very much dependent on the price of columns. A created da-
tabase of competitors and a database of competitors’ prices will be further 
used by specialists in appropriate departments in Ruukki Rus, Andrometa 
and Amicor.
62.2 RESEARCH TYPE
Before the research can be conducted, its type has to be defined, based on the 
understanding of the purpose of the research and available means of reaching 
the goal. Proctor (2005, 16) classifies the research into four types: primary and 
secondary, and qualitative and quantitative. In order to understand what type 
of the research is applicable for a given study, all four above-mentioned cate-
gories have to be defined. 
According to Proctor (2005), primary research is the one, which is conducted 
to meet a specific need of the company. It can be carried out for a client com-
pany, as well as it can be conducted by the company itself. Secondary research 
refers to the research, which has already been carried out by somebody else 
and for another purposes. (p. 19.) In case of this study it is rather hard to 
clearly define, whether it is primary or secondary research, because there are 
elements of both research types. This thesis can be called a primary research, 
because a specific purpose was given to me, and I was collecting the informa-
tion that has never been used before in any other research. However, at the 
same time, during the research process I was referring to the secondary re-
searches, such as “The overview of Steel Structure Manufacturing in Russia, 
2008” by Agenstvo Stroitelnoj Informacii (Agency of Building Information) in 
order to obtain some information concerning the market conditions on the 
Russian market of steel structures. Therefore, I came up with a conclusion that 
my thesis is going to be a mixture of primary and secondary research, how-
ever, there is more emphasis on the primary research, because all the research 
was made by me and it was meeting specific requirements of the company.
Settling down the question concerning the type of the research (qualitative or 
quantitative) was a problematic task to do. Quite a number of discussions 
about the methods and techniques of the research and their applicability are 
7taking place in the literature and online sources on research methods (Ghauri 
& Gronhaug 2002, 85). That is why it is rather hard to be one hundred percent 
sure what kind of research should be used in a given case. Ghauri and Gron-
haug (2002) state that the main difference between qualitative and quantita-
tive research is the way it is done, in other words the procedure. They also add 
that it is possible to quantify qualitative data, and the other way around. It 
means that qualitative and quantitative methods do not exclude each other, 
hence the combination of both methods can be used in the research. (pp. 85 - 
86.) 
Taking the above-mentioned fact into account, I figured out that my thesis 
matches the combination of both methods perfectly. First, I was working on 
composing the competitors’ database and there were more than 100 compa-
nies in the list. At this stage of the research process I was still thinking that it 
might be a quantitative research. However, as this thesis’ subject is competi-
tors’ pricing strategies, obviously Ruukki Rus is not interested in pricing 
strategies of small and insignificant competitors. That is when I realized that 
my research is going to be a qualitative one. I was sending the requirement 
specifications to the competitors in order to acquire specific information. The 
requirement specification was composed in a way so that companies will be 
able to answer all the questions, and hence, I would be able to collect the re-
quired information for the research. Gibbs (2007, 90) emphasizes that qualita-
tive research is tightly linked to such terms as validity and reliability. The fact 
that the data was collected straight from the competitors proves that is it reli-
able and valid, because there were only two parties in communication, and 
there was no chance of getting false data.
In summary, a given research is combination of primary and secondary re-
search and it is mainly qualitative research, with some features of quantitative 
research.
82.3 PLAN OF THE RESEARCH
Answering the main research question is not possible without finding the an-
swers for additional research questions. Therefore, in order to ensure gradual 
and smooth flow of the research process, I will explain the plan of the research 
in this chapter. 
The very first task that had to be done was looking for Ruukki Rus’ competi-
tors. I was searching for the companies, who were specializing in non-heavy 
steel structures. I was using the most popular and efficient search engines in 
Russia, such as Yandex and Rambler, in order to find out the most popular 
manufacturers of non-heavy steel structures. The key words used in the re-
search are steel structures, non-heavy steel structures and warehouses. At the 
same time I was accessing specialized building data portals, where the com-
panies can be found according to their field of specialization. When I was 
searching for the companies, I had more than one hundred companies in the 
list. However, I realized that not all the companies can be useful for my re-
search and they might be not interesting enough for Ruukki Rus. At this point 
I contacted sales director of Ruukki Rus, in order to approve the final list of 
the competitors, that I was contacting later on by sending requirement specifi-
cations. 
Then the competitors’ database with contact information was created, after 
what the requirement specification was sent to the competitors. The next step 
of the research process was collecting and systematizing the received figures. 
After that, in order to simplify the process of monitoring the competitors’ 
prices, the offers’ details were listed in a way that it would be possible to see 
the lowest and the highest prices straight away. The last but not least, the de-
velopment of the price recommendations took place. My calculations and as-
sumptions were based both on theory and research findings, which made it 
9possible to propose a pricing strategy that is weighted from different perspec-
tives.
2.4 COMPOSING REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION
In order to collect the most objective information from the manufacturers of 
steel structures, it was decided to compose a single, well-defined requirement 
specification, which would help to clarify the tendencies on the market. The 
text of requirement specification and blueprints were created by the managers 
of Amicor, because, due to lack of knowledge and experience in this filed, I 
was not able to contribute in this particular process. However, I managed to 
get valuable experience during the process of negotiating and creating the 
conditions of the requirement specifications. The requirement specification 
and the blueprints were verified and approved by Igor Bespalov, a sales direc-
tor of Amicor. 
It is worth mentioning that Bespalov was interested in collecting as much in-
formation as possible. That is why the requirement specification did not in-
clude a single question, there was a number of questions that were requesting 
different parameters. Bespalov was specifically interested in the following in-
formation:   
- price for one ton of column (this factor is considered to be the most 
significant, because column is a fundamental part of a metal frame)
- price for one ton of truss (another fundamental part of metal frame, 
however, this thesis is not going to cover this aspect..)
- transportation costs of the whole metal framework to the building 
area
- price for one square meter of wall frame filling 
- terms and conditions of bank guarantee
- achieved production capacity of steel structures per month. 
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I would like emphasize that the main task was to develop pricing recommen-
dations for one ton of column, no further and deeper analysis was needed 
from me. The collected information about specific products and services will 
be used by Ruukki Rus’, Andrometa’s and Amicor’s management in future 
business operations.
As the preparation of an commercial offer takes time and it is rather complex 
task to do, it was decided to provide the producers with the blueprints and list 
of materials in order to get the exact information I was looking for and to 
avoid the inaccuracies and their corrections.
The main target of collecting the information was to become familiar with the 
price tendencies for a typical building. Blueprints were provided for a storage 
building with dimensions 156 x 96 x 14.5 m. In addition to this, the require-
ment specification also included a request for total price for relatively small 
garage with dimensions 18 x 42 x 6 m. The original and translated versions of 
the requirement specification can be found in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 re-
spectively. 
In order to avoid mentioning Ruukki Rus in the process of collection the in-
formation and it’s any interest in the results of the research, I was instructed to 
send the e-mails with the requirement specification from Amicor’s corporate 
e-mail. The requirement specification was on the company’s form and it was 
signed by Bespalov. At the same time, Amicor’s e-mail was given as a contact 
e-mail, therefore all the commercial offers were addressed to it. However, all 
the commercial offers were forwarded to me for further analysis.
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2.5 COLLECTING THE DATA/INFORMATION
All the data that can be used in the research is divided in two types: primary 
data source and secondary data source (Ghauri & Gronhaug 2002, 76). The 
most straightforward definitions of data types would be as following: primary 
data are an original data, which is collected by the researcher for a specific re-
search problem; while secondary data are already existing information col-
lected by third parties, and it is designed to solve other research problems 
(Ghauri & Gronhaug 2002, 76). In case of this research, primary data would be 
the information received with help of requirement specifications, in addition 
to the interviews with the experts, because all the information obtained from 
these sources was collected for the first time and for the need of the research. 
The secondary data sources were online building data portals, such as Spra-
vochnik Stroitelj, Stroj Portal, Stroj Baza and Storj Plan, and a report called 
“The overview of Steel Structure Manufacturing in Russia (2008)”. 
It was not possible to use the report, due to the fact that it was not up-to-date 
and recent changes in market conditions were not reflected in it. Moreover, the 
thesis main target is to give pricing recommendations for building season 
2010, and it is not possible to build any assumptions on out-of-date back-
ground information. That is why experts were playing a significant role in my 
thesis.
Collecting the information, in other words receiving and analyzing the com-
mercial offers from the companies, turned out to be a more complex and prob-
lematic task to do than I thought it would be in the beginning. I faced a num-
ber of challenges during this research process, which I would like to describe 
in more details. The samples of commercial offers can be found in Appendix 3.
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I would like to remind there was a time limit for an commercial offer response 
– one week. Out of 52 companies constantly operating on the market and cho-
sen based on their presence on the market, only 3 companies managed to meet 
the above-mentioned deadline. Their commercial offers were containing the 
comprehensive answers to all the questions from the requirement specifica-
tion; therefore it was possible to use the data from them straight away. The 
rest 49 companies demonstrated following negative tendencies:
• the commercial offers were received up to 3 weeks later than it was 
asked in the requirement specification
• some companies just forgot to consider the requirement specification
• some questions from the requirement specification were left out from 
the commercial offer
• there also was a tendency of both logic and arithmetical errors
• in some cases the information given was contradictory and mutually 
exclusive
Quite significant number of companies (10-15 organizations) has demon-
strated very weak ability of their managers to hold professional communica-
tion by the phone. They were not totally aware of products, services and offer-
ing conditions that the company, they are working at, is providing.
There also was a tendency of companies trying to change the conditions of the 
requirement specification. Therefore the figures, they were giving, were not 
accurate enough. In some cases companies refused to provide commercial 
data, such as achieved volumes of production.
I would like to notice that all the companies were sending commercial offers 
based on their own company’s forms and regulations. Therefore, all the com-
mercial offers that I received were different and a way of arranging the data 
had to be developed. I decided to create a simple table, where all the figures 
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from a competitor would be written down. This way it was possible to see 
what information is missing and the process of filling in the summary table 
became more simplified. The examples of this table can be found in Appendix 
3.
Because of above-mentioned reasons, some cells in a table are not filled in. I 
was expecting this to happen, however, the experts and me were rather sur-
prised to see that companies are not willing to use an opportunity to make 
sales. As a result, the total time spent on receiving the commercial offers from 
the companies was more than I expected it to be. Instead of one week it took 
me around 4 weeks to collect the information.  
2.6 SOURCES OF INFORMATION
The biggest challenge of this research was the unavailability of reliable sources 
of information. There is a couple of reasons for this. First, steel structure mar-
ket is a very specific market area, where open sources of information are 
rather limited. The problem is that it is nearly impossible to find valuable and 
reliable information, such as reports, market overviews and so on, online. 
However, the online database systems are quite effective. I was accessing on-
line building data portals to find the companies that specialize in producing 
steel structures. Such online portals as Spravochnik Stroitelj and Stroj Portal 
are quite reliable, so there were no problems with finding basically all the 
companies that are operating in steel structure sector. 
In order to be able to calculate the break-even point of the company, specific 
financial data had to be requested. This kind of information can only be ob-
tained from the company itself. That is why I had an interview with Sergey 
Chernyshev, the CEO of Ruukki Rus, where almost all the required informa-
14
tion was obtained. The summarized interview can be found in Appendix 7 
and its impact on the calculations can be seen in chapter 7.
One of the most significant sources of information was the report called “The 
overview of steel structure manufacturing in Russia”, which was completed 
by Agentstvo Stroitelnoj Informacii (the Agency of Building Information) in 
2008. It was necessary to access this source of information, because the reliable 
data, concerning volumes of manufacturing steel structures and other figures 
had to be collected. I would like to draw attention to the fact, that some fig-
ures were taken from the report straight away, however, some figures were 
provided by the experts. 
Another source of information was the interviews with the experts. I have to 
admit that I was referring to the experts quite often during the research proc-
ess, because they were able to provide me with accurate and reliable informa-
tion. There were four experts who were assisting me at different stages of my 
research. If a specific name of the expert is not written, it means that I was col-
lecting the information from all of them, and in the text they will be men-
tioned as “experts”. Now the roles of all four expert will be explained.
Sergej Chernyshev, the CEO of Ruukki Rus, was the one, who assigned the re-
search area. In addition to it, he was the one who was giving the information 
concerning the performance of Ruukki Rus in 2009 and other economical 
characteristics. I was contacting Leonid Lazutkin, the sales director of Ruukki 
Rus, a lot when I was composing competitors’ database. In the beginning 
there was more than one hundred manufacturers of steel structures in my da-
tabase, however, the list was not approved by Leonid till there were only those 
competitors, who Ruukki Rus were extremely interested in. After the final ap-
proval there were 52 companies in the competitors’ database that I created, 
who received requirement specifications. Igor Bespalov, the sales director of 
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Amicor, was very helpful with creating the requirement specification and col-
lecting missing or not full information form the steel structure manufacturers. 
Due to his background, Abram Akopyan, the former technical director of Ven-
tall and currently the technical director of Andromeda, explained what were 
the conditions of the acquisition of Ventall by Ruukki. Moreover, I also was in 
touch with him when the decisions concerning the main research price (i.e. 
price for one ton of columns) had to be made. All four experts were actively 
participating in the interviews by phone, Skype and in person. All of them ex-
pressed their opinions and estimated the demand for building season 2010, 
which helped me to develop the pricing recommendations. 
3 RUUKKI IN A NUTSHELL
A brief introduction to the company and its operations has to take place, oth-
erwise there will be no complete picture of the research and its problem. Prac-
tically all the information in this chapter was accessed on the official web page 
of Ruukki Rus. However, the interview with Abram Akopyan shed more light 
on the process of Ruukki acquiring Ventall in 2006. 
3.1 RUUKKI: BRIEF OVERVIEW
Ruukki is a supplier of metal-based components, systems and integrated sys-
tems to construction and engineering industry in Europe. The company is of-
fering a wide range of metal products and services. Ruukki is represented in 
27 countries and there are about 11 700 employees working for the company 
all over the world. Ruukki’s operations are divided into three business areas
16
- Ruukki Construction: efficient, time-saving steel construction solu-
tions for commercial and industrial construction, as well as for in-
frastructure foundation and transport infrastructure projects.
- Ruukki Engineering: fully-assembled systems and components to 
the engineering industry.
- Ruukki Metals: steel products and associated prefabrication, logis-
tics and storage services. Responsible for the company’s steel pro-
duction and steel service centers. 
In 2009 the net sales were 2 billion euro. It is important to notice, that Ruukki 
Metals has 54% (1.050 million euro) of net sales; Ruukki Construction – 30% 
(589 million euro); and the share of net sales of Ruukki Engineering is 16% 
(312 million euro). Ruukki is a marketing name of Rautaruukki, whose shares 
are quoted on NASDAQ OMX Helsinki (Rautaruukki Oyj: RTRKS).
3.2 RUUKKI: MARKETS
Ruukki’s primary market is Europe, where Nordic countries tend to be the 
main consumers of company’s production. However, Central Eastern Europe, 
Russia and Ukraine are seen as growing potential markets in a long-term. Fig-
ure 1 shows that Central Eastern Europe, Ukraine and Russia brought almost 
20% percent of the net sales in 2009, which proves the fact that these market 
might be even more potential in the future. 
17
                    
FIGURE 1. Ruukki’s net sales by countries in 2009 (Sources: Ruukki’s official 
web-page)
As this thesis is going to cover a very specific business area – Ruukki Con-
struction in Russia – it is worth taking a look at the breakdown of net sales by 
countries in 2009 in this area.  
            
                      
FIGURE 2. Ruukki Construction’s breakdown of net sales by countries in 2009 
(Sources: Ruukki’s official web-page)
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It is seen that Russia and Ukraine are making up quite significant percentage 
of profits, so let’s take a closer look at Ruukki’s operations in Russia. 
3.3 RUUKKI: RUSSIA
Currently there are 17 locations of Ruukki’s sales offices, component and sys-
tem productions, metal processing and stocks in different parts of Russia. Ac-
cording to the official Ruukki’s web-page, total number of employees working 
for Ruukki Rus is 1873.
Abram Akopyan (2010), former technical director of Ventall, briefly explained 
how the penetration of Russian market was handled:
“In 2006 Ruukki Rus acquired one of the major producers of steel struc-
tures in Russia – a company called Ventall. Ventall possessed two manu-
facturing plants in Kaluga region (central part of Russia): in Balabanovo 
and Obninsk. In those factories the most modern high-performance 
equipment for metal working and metal welding can be found. By ac-
quiring Ventall, Ruukki did not only acquire modern equipment and 
cutting-edge technologies. It also got an access to the design department, 
where there are 60 engineers working on the most complex projects. Total 
volume of produced MC in two factories over a month is 5,800 tones, 
which does not include slender zinc-coated sections, shaped sheets, 
metal tiles  and façade constructions.”
Currently being a technical director of Andrometa, an official Ruukki’s dealer, 
Abram Akopyan also defined the main products of Ruukki Rus:
“At present, Ruukki Rus is the leader of constructive steel structure 
market in Russia. The key products are as following: constructive steel 
structures (which is the topic of the thesis and the research), galvanized 
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light gauge steel structures, sandwich-panels with mineral wool for 
walling and roofing, facade systems, steel tiles and modular buildings.”
4 STEEL STRUCTURE MARKET IN RUSSIA
4.1 KEY MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL STRUCTURES 
Currently there are 110-130 companies in Russia, defined by experts, which 
can be treated as manufacturers of steel structures. Those companies are dif-
ferent, and the following characteristics are defining the differences:
• Geographical location – taking into consideration the fact that territory of 
Russian Federation is about 17 million square meters. Hence, it be-
comes rather obvious that location of the company is a significant issue
• Geographical market segmentation - some companies are selling their 
products only in the federal districts, where they are located; in other 
cases, companies are trying to operate in several or even all federal dis-
tricts
• The production share of steel structures in relation with overall production – 
some companies are producing only steel structures and components 
(such as panels, facade components, gates and windows); the other 
companies are specializing in producing both steel structures and other 
metal products, such as bridges, tangent towers, tanks and reservoirs, 
reinforced concrete frames and structures, machine-building metal 
products
• The time when the company was founded – those companies that were 
founded in 1960-1980s have the most significant market share
• The degree of factory product’s readiness for the end user –  there are some 
companies which produce metal frames only, while there are other 
companies, which provide the whole range of services, including fully  
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factory assembled components (frames, roofing, walls), and in some 
cases assemble of those components. 
In the very beginning of this research process more than 100 companies, pro-
ducing steel structures were examined. However, only 52 companies were 
chosen for further research. In Table 2 the sample database of  main steel struc-
ture manufacturing companies is presented. In this table there are both new 
companies (ones that were established 10-15 years ago) and those, which were 
founded in 1960s. Currently, exactly these companies are setting the rules on 
the steel structure market. These nineteen companies are in the table because 
Agentstvo Stroitelnoj Informacii defined these companies as the ones that 
have 2 - 5% of market share on the market in 2008. As the market conditions 
have changed over two years, there is no exact information of companies’ 
market shares right now. That is why these nineteen companies were agreed 
by Lazutkin and Chernyshev to be the main ones in this research.
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TABLE 2. Sample database of competitors and their contact information
Company name Location E-mail
1 OOO Ruukki Rus Kaluga region sales-rus@ruukki.com
2 Energomash Group Moscow region zmk@energomash.ru
3 ZAO Cheljabenskij zavod metal-lokonstrukcij Cheljabinsk region office@metcon.ru  
4 ООО Nizhnetaginskij ZMK Sverdlov region mail@ntzmk.ru
5 Kulebakskij zavod metallicheskih konstrukcij (Sojuzlegkonstrukcija)
Nichegorodskij re-
gion info@slk.ru
6 ОАО Novokuzneckij zavod rezer-vuarnyh metallokonstrukcij Kemerovo region sm@nzrmk.kemerovo.su
7 ОАО Uralskij trubnyj zavod Sverdlov region market@trubprom.com
8 ООО Kuzneckie metallokonstruk-cii Kemerovo region km@km-group.ru
9 ZAO Zavod modulnyh konstrukcij Magnum Sverdlov region magnum@mail.utk.ru
10 ОАО Juzhnouralskij zavod metal-lokonstrukcij Cheljabinsk region zmk@konstrukt-ural.ru
11 ОАО Kireevskij zavod legkih met-allokonstrukcij Tula region info@kzlmk.ru, kzlmk@mail.ru
12 ОАО 149 mehanicheskij zavod Moscow region sale@149.ru
13 OOO Astron Buildings LLC Moscow region info.ru@astron.biz 
14 Stalkonstrukcija Leningrad region office@skspb.ru  
15 ОАО OZMK Orenburg region info@ozmk.ru 
16 ZAO Samarskij zavod Jelektrowit Samara region dpsk@electroshield.ru   mdr2002@mail.ru
17 ZAO Vyksunskij zavod legkih metallokonstrukcij
Nizhnij Novgorod 
region vzlmk-nnov@yandex.ru 
18 Molodencheskij zavod metallok-onstrukcij Minsk region Mldzmk@mail.belpak.by
19 INSI Group Moscow region moscow@insi.ru   fedorov@insi.ru
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4.2 MAIN PRODUCTS ON THE MARKET
There are different products and services available on the market, and the va-
riety of purposes of those constructions is rather wide. However, the experts 
are defining several types of steel structures, depending on how they are used:
• Non- heavy steel structures
• Heavy steel structures
• Structured masts, TV- and radio towers, tangent towers
• Bridge structures
• Galvanized light gauge steel structures.
The fact that Ruukki Rus is operating in the segment of non-heavy and heavy 
steel building structures in Russia, the research will be covering only non-
heavy steel structures segment.
As it was mentioned earlier, the range of industries and sectors, where steel 
structures can be used, is rather wide. However, there are certain tendencies 
that can be drawn from different sources of information. Abram Akopyan 
summarized the main application areas of steel structures in interview: 
• Industrial buildings – 48%
• Storage buildings – 11%
• Commercial buildings (such as retail offices, schools and hospitals) – 
16.9%
• Residential buildings – 6.4%
• Agricultural buildings – 7.5%
• Other buildings, such as sport and recreation buildings – 10.2%.
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4.3 PRODUCTION VOLUMES ON RUSSIAN MARKET
For the last couple of years, including 2008, the growth of steel structure pro-
duction in Russia was rather sustainable. According to Agenstvo Stroitelnoj 
Informacii (2008), on the average the annual growth was 18-23%. Figure 3 is 
providing more specific information for each year. I would like to draw atten-
tion to the fact that figures for year 2009 and 2010 were provided by the ex-
pert, because there are no up-to-date reports available in this year yet. In Fig-
ure 3 it is seen that the estimated production volumes of steel structures are 
going to increase in 2010. This brings us to the conclusion that there might be 
a possibility of reaching the estimated demands. 
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FIGURE 3. Volume of steel structure production over 5 years, including the 
forecast from the experts (Sources: Agenstvo Stroitelnoj Informacii, 2008; In-
terviews with experts, 2010)
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5 RESEARCH RESULTS
In this chapter the results of the research are presented. As it was mentioned 
earlier in the methodological chapter, the main area of interest was the price 
for one ton of column. Table 3 presents the information that was gathered 
from steel structure manufacturers. The main manufacturers of steel structures 
on Russian market are marketed with green color. According to the report 
“The overview of steel structure manufacturing in Russia, 2008” and experts’ 
opinions, these companies approximately have 2 - 5% of market share on Rus-
sian market. In order to make the research results more scalable for a reader, 
the list is sorted in a way that the lowest prices are shown first and the highest 
one are in the bottom of the list. The prices are also shown in Euros so that it 
will be possible to scale and compare price levels.
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TABLE 3. Competitors’ prices for one ton of columns sorted by the lowest 
price first (including the proposed price for Ruukki Rus)
Company name
Column 
price 
(Rubles/
ton)
Column 
price 
(Euros/ton)
1 Korablinskij zavod modulnyh konstrukcij Zental 36,441 911
2 Ramenskij zavod metallokonstrukcij 36,502 913
3 Ivanovskij zavod metallokonstrukcij 37,288 932
4 Molodechnenskij zavod metallokonstrukcij 37,830 946
5 IZOBUD 38,136 953
6 ZAO Samarskij zavod Elektroshit 38,136 953
7 ООО Mendeleevskij Zavod Metallicheskih Konstrukcij 38,931 973
8 ОАО Juzhnouralskij zavod metallokonstrukcij 39,576 989
9 KVANT 39,831 996
10 ОАО Kireevskij zavod legkih metallokonstrukcij 40,085 1,002
11 Aprelevskij eksperimentalnyj zavod 40,254 1,006
12 ООО SVS-Tehnika 40,678 1,017
13 OOO Novinskij Zavod Metallokonstrukcij 40,678 1,017
14 OOO Zelenaja Kaska 41,102 1,028
15 ZAO Uraltrubprom 41,525 1,038
16 Specatomkontakt 42,979 1,074
17 ООО Kuzneckie metallokonstrukcii 43,403 1,085
18 ООО Metallresurs 43,407 1,085
19 ООО Nizhetagilskij ZMK 43,441 1,086
20 Volzhskij zavod metallokonstrukcij (Roskonstrukcija) 44,280 1,107
21 OOO ZMK Tehlajn 44,915 1,123
22 ООО Energostalkonstrukcija 44,915 1,123
23 ООО Ruukki Rus 45,000 1,125
24 Stalnye i Monolitnye Konstrukcii - A (SiMK-A) 45,085 1,127
25 ZMK Dimar 45,763 1,144
26 Stalkonstrukcija 46,258 1,156
27 ОАО Novokuzneckij zavod rezervuarnyh metallokon-strukcij 46,695 1,167
28 Shodninskij zavod metallokonstrukcij (Strojpromet) 47,358 1,184
29 ZAO Cheljabinskij zavod metallokonstrukcij 48,390 1,210
30 ОАО OZMK 48,705 1,218
31 ZAO Zavod modulnyh konstrukcij Magnum 48,712 1,218
32 Kulebakskij zavod metallicheskih konstrukcij (So-juzlegkonstrukcija) 49,153 1,229
33 ОАО Vostochno-Sibirskij zavod metallokonstrukcij 49,153 1,229
34 Zavod Stalnaja Linija 49,331 1,233
35 Energomash Group 49,576 1,239
36 ОАО 149 Mehanicheskij zavod 51,695 1,292
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Ruukki Rus is occupying the 23rd position in this list, and I would like to 
point out that 45,000 Rubles per ton is the recommended price for building 
season 2010, which was calculated within the research process. The more de-
tailed information concerning price calculations can be found in chapter 7, 
and some analysis of Table 3 are in chapter 8. 
6 PRICING STRATEGIES
Before moving to the analyzing the results and proposing the recommenda-
tions concerning pricing strategy, it is worth taking a look at some important 
marketing issues. There are both internal and external factors that influence a 
company’s pricing decisions and strategies (Kotler, Wong, Saunders & Arm-
strong 2005, 665).  According to Kotler et al. (2005), first of all setting, defining 
or redefining the marketing objectives of the company has to be done. Second, 
an organization has to evaluate the costs. Two above-mentioned factors repre-
sent the internal affecting forces. However, the external factors are playing 
crucial role as well. That is why it is very important to distinguish different 
markets and understand how it influences the pricing strategy. (pp. 665 - 680.) 
Both internal and external factors will be discussed in this chapter, and the 
main pricing approaches will be discussed as well. 
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6.1 INTERNAL FACTORS
6.1.1 MARKETING OBJECTIVES
When an organization defines the pricing strategy, the motives and goals dif-
fer depending on industries, types of the company and its operations. How-
ever, Kotler et al. (2005) define main goals, that different organizations tend to 
have:
Market-share maximization
In order to acquire the highest market share, traditionally lower prices for 
products and services are set. It is assumed that the correlation between costs 
and market share is following: higher the market share, the lower the costs 
are. As a result, the profit becomes higher in a long run.
Survival
Taking into account the fact that Russian building industry (as well as pretty 
much all other industries in Russia) is still suffering from the crisis and its 
consequences, it is worth considering this option. In order to survive and 
maintain certain business level, the common practice is to decrease prices so 
that the sales volumes increase. When a company is considering a survival 
strategy the profits become less important issue than survival.
Current profit maximization
With this option a company is the one who forecasts the demand, evaluates 
the costs and chooses the price, so that the current profit would be maximum. 
(pp. 666 - 668.)
 
All the above-mentioned goals were discussed with the CEO of Ruuki Rus 
and it was decided to concentrate on the current profit maximization strategy. 
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The reason why market share maximization as a goal was not a good option is 
the fact that Russian economy is different after the crisis. Therefore, the realis-
tic goals should be set. Taking into account the fact that Ruukki Rus is still 
performing good even in unfavorable economic conditions, does not give us 
any good reasons to talk about the survival strategy of the company. As a re-
sult, after presenting the possible marketing objectives to the CEO of Ruukki 
Rus, I was assigned to explore the pricing strategy that would help to maxi-
mize current profit.
6.1.2 COSTS
As it is known there are three types of costs - variable, fixed and total. Kotler 
et al. (2005) defines these costs as following: 
- variable costs are the costs that vary directly with the level of pro-
duction
- fixed costs do not vary with the production or sales level
- total costs are the sum of the fixed and variable costs at any level of 
production. (pp. 670 - 672.)
While the internal factors, i.e. marketing objectives and costs, are defining the 
lowest limit of the product’s price, while the external factors, such as market 
and demand, are setting the highest level of the price (Kotler et al. 2005, 670). 
Companies are trying to set the ideal price that will allow them to cover all the 
costs for producing, distribution and selling. It is also important to notice that 
a lot of companies are aiming to set the lowest prices in order to get greater 
sales and profits in a long run. However, all the factors that influence the pric-
ing have to be critically evaluated and the most appropriate has to be chosen.
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6.2 EXTERNAL FACTORS
6.2.1 PRICING IN DIFFERENT MARKETS
As market types have a certain influence on the ways of pricing the products, 
it is worth taking a look at different types of markets. There are four types of 
market, which are defined by Kotler et al. (2005, 673):
- pure competition
- monopolistic competition
- oligopolistic competition
- pure monopoly.
Without going into too much details it is possible to conclude that steel struc-
ture market in Russia is an example of monopolistic competition. There are a 
lot of sellers and buyers on the market. The sellers are the ones who set and 
change the prices for the products, while the buyers are willing to pay for dif-
ferent products’ characteristics. 
In a monopolistic competition market the sellers are trying to serve different 
customers’ segments (Kotler et al. 2005, 673). It is important to notice that pric-
ing strategy is only a part of a marketing mix, because a lot of attention is paid 
towards advertising, promoting of the product, in addition to the personal 
spellings. It means that in order to set the prices for building season 2010, 
Ruukki Rus has to take into account both costs, planned profit, demand, com-
petitor’s prices and competitors’ means of promoting the products.
6.3 PRICING APPROACHES
There are several pricing approaches, however, it is essential to understand 
that they all differ and some industries would not be effective in some indus-
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tries and would not be applicable for some products. The main three ap-
proaches will be discussed below.
Break-even pricing
This pricing approach is also known as target profit pricing and it is rather 
popular among the companies for the following reasons:
• the manufacturers are totally aware of what the costs of producing the 
product are, unlike the demand. The demand is not easy to foreseen, there-
fore it becomes much harder to set the prices, basing on the demand 
• when the majority of manufacturing enterprises is using this pricing  
method, pricing competition is decreasing, becoming almost minimum. The 
fact that companies set the price basing on the internal factors of an organi-
zation rather than on the external ones makes market price more reasonable
• at the same time a lot of experts are tending to think that this pricing ap-
proach is more correct and fair in respect of both buyers and sellers. (Kotler 
et al. 2005, 682 - 683.)
Value-based pricing
Value-based pricing differs from break-even pricing. The major difference is 
the fact that price is set according to the customers’ perception of value that 
the product/service brings, the costs are not taken into account (Kotler et al. 
2005, 683 - 685). This pricing strategy is not suitable for the steel structure in-
dustry, because the costs are rather high and companies cannot afford to ig-
nore them.
Competition-based pricing
This type of pricing approach is based on the analysis of competitors’ pricing 
strategies. The costs and demand are not crucial factors in the decision making 
process. (Kotler et al. 2005, 685.)
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As it can be seen, the above-mentioned approaches are not prefect, because 
they tend to cover only certain factors in setting the price. Thereby, the pricing 
strategy can turn out to be non effective. Taking into consideration the costs 
and current prices on the market, the pricing strategy becomes more sufficient. 
That is why I decided to combine break-even and competition-based pricing 
approaches, while developing price recommendations for building season 
2010.  
7 PRICING STRATEGY RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to define the most appropriate price strategy for steel structures I 
choose the combination of break-even and competition pricing approaches. 
This approach is characterized by the principle of analyzing the break-even 
point of the company at different price levels (Kotler et al. 2005, 682). How-
ever, it is not possible to make the calculations without settling down the is-
sues concerning price definition and demand estimations.
First, the lowest and the highest price for a ton of steel structures had to be 
defined. According to the results of monitoring competitors’ prices, the lowest 
price was 36,441 Rubles per ton, while the highest price charged for the same 
product was 51,695 Rubles per ton. Taking into account the fact that Ruukki 
Rus’ price for one ton of columns was 48,500 Rubles per ton in 2009, it is pos-
sible to conclude that price for 2010 has to be decreased. However, at the same 
time it is rather obvious that decreasing the price dramatically is not an op-
tion. That is why I chose the most realistic price range, i.e. 42,500 - 50,000 Ru-
bles per ton. The price pitch is 2,500 Rubles per ton, e.g. 42,500; 45,000; 47,500 
and 50,000 Rubles per ton. I would like to point out that this would be the 
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most appropriate price range due to the fact that all major steel structure 
manufacturers have roughly the same price strategy. 
Then the forecasts of the demand have to be defined. Estimating the market 
demand is one of the most challenging and hard tasks to do. It is rather tough 
to make correct estimations in the stable economy conditions; in case of cur-
rent post-crisis economy conditions, this task becomes nearly impossible to 
do. The fact that I am a student and do not have enough expertise in this field, 
my estimations cannot be somewhat accurate. That is why I turned to experts 
and interviewed them in order to get the competent information concerning 
the upcoming building season and its tendencies. I found it necessary to ask 
for their opinions and estimations as they know the industry and the company 
well enough, especially its technical side of production and the means of pro-
motion. It is also worth mentioning that all the experts are respectful and well-
known businessmen with good reputation among the competitors. The find-
ings from the interviews can be found in the Table 4.
TABLE 4. Estimated demand forecasts for building season 2010 from the ex-
perts, calculated average demand and chosen demand for the calculations
Price 
Rubles/ton
Estimated demand (tons/month)
Sergej 
Chernyshev
Leonid 
Lazutkin
Abram 
Akopyan
Igor 
Bespalov
Average 
Demand
Chosen 
Demand
42 500 4 360 4 750 4 600 4 400 4 528 4 500
45 000 3 450 3 600 3 470 3 520 3 510 3 500
47 500 2 600 2 780 2 900 2 800 2 770 2 750
50 000 2 150 2 200 2 300 2 400 2 263 2 250
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As it can be seen, the estimations and forecasts from the experts do not vary 
too much. However, it was not possible to use all the suggested demand fore-
casts for the calculation of the break- even point. That is why I calculated the 
average demand and altered the results for convenience of further calculations 
to the nearest whole number.
7.1 CALCULATING BREAK-EVEN POINT
As all the necessary information has been obtained (see Appendix 7), the cal-
culations of the break-even point can be made. The principles I used in calcu-
lating the break-even point, total revenues, total costs and profit were based 
on the following formulas (Kotler et al. 2005, 682-683):
Total revenues = Price x Estimated demand
Total costs = Variable costs x Estimated demand + Fixed costs
Profit = Total revenues - Total costs 
As it is mentioned in the Appendix 7 steel structures are taking a half of the 
whole production figure. Therefore, the fixed costs for steel structures are cal-
culated by dividing 68 000 000 Rubles per month by 2. As a result, the fixed 
costs for steel structures are 34 000 000 Rubles per month. The variable costs, 
that equal 34 615 Rubles per ton, can be found in the Appendix 7.
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Here is a sample calculation of the break-even point, total revenues, total costs 
and profit for the price of 42 500 Rubles per ton:
- Break-even point = 34 000 000 / (42 500 - 34 615) = 4 312
- Total revenues = 42 500 x 4 500 = 191 250 000
- Total costs = 34 615 x 4 500 + 34 000 000 = 189 767 500
- Profit = 191 250 000 - 189 767 500 = 1 482 500
The same calculations were made for other given prices, i.e. 45 000 Rubles per 
ton, 47 500 Rubles per ton and 50 000 Rubles per ton. All the calculation re-
sults are provided in the Table 5.
 
7.2 PRICE RECOMMENDATIONS
In the Table 5 and Figure 4 it is seen that the most profitable price strategy is 
the one that is based on the average weighted price, i.e. 45 000 Rubles per ton. 
Therefore, I came to the conclusion that this would the ideal price for building 
season 2010. With this price strategy Ruukki Rus is occupying the 23rd posi-
tion in the Table 3 and the offering price looks more attractive to the customers 
in comparison with such market leaders as Stalkonstrukcija, Novokuzneckij 
zavod metallokonstrukcij, Zavod modulnyh konstrukcij Magnum, Kulebak-
skij zavod metallicheskih konstrukcij and Energomash Group.
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TABLE 5. Break-even volumes and profits at different prices
Price
Rubles/
ton
BEP 
tons/
month
Estimated 
demand  
tons/month
Total 
revenues
Rubles/month
Total costs
Rubles/month
Profit
Rubles
42 500
45 000
47 500
50 000
4 312
3 274
2 699
2 210
4 500
3 500
2 750
2 250
191 250 000
157 500 000
130 625 000
112 500 000
189 767 500
155 152 500
129 191 250
111 883 750
+1 482 500
+ 2 347 500
+ 1 433 750
+ 616 250
      
FIGURE 4. Break-even point and estimated demand chart for determining the 
price
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As it is seen in the Table 3, the recommended price (45,000 Rubles per ton) for 
Ruukki Rus’ production, i.e. columns, is placing the company on the 23rd po-
sition in the list of the companies that were included in the monitoring proc-
ess. The fact, that the majority of companies with the market share between 
2% and 5% is having higher prices than the proposed price for Ruukki Rus, 
brings me to the conclusion that the recommended price for building season 
2010 is an average weighted price on the market. This pricing position brings 
flexibility into the decision-making process during the building season 2010, 
because Ruukki Rus’ management team will be able to adjust the prices ac-
cording to the changes of market environment. What is most important 
Ruukki Rus will be able to both increase and decrease the price and still be 
profitable. For instance, the production capacity of the company is so that once 
Ruukki Rus receives a large-scale order, the company can still achieve the 
economies of scale even with the decreased prices.
8 CONCLUSION
Developing pricing strategy is a very complex and strategically important 
task, that should be performed well enough in an organization in order to 
achieve the goals and maximize profits. There are a lot of factors that influence 
the decision-making process, and obviously companies, which are in the mar-
ket  for a long time and stay profitable during a long time, know how to de-
velop the pricing strategy.
This thesis was not aiming to develop a pricing strategy for a major market 
player, however, it was designed to develop pricing recommendations. In 
some cases it is very crucial to look at the problem from another perspective. 
As  this thesis was not only helping the company to compare recommended 
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price strategy and the existing one, conducted research became a very valu-
able piece of work for number of reasons.
First, the database of the competitors was created and updated. Comparing 
Appendix 4, 5 and 6, it is possible to notice that the original database of fifty-
two companies has reduced to thirty-six positions. It should be treated as a 
normal research process, because when the companies were contacted via 
email and phone calls, many new details have been arising, such as a com-
pany has become bankrupt or has merged with another company. The created 
database is important for both Ruukki Rus and its dealers Andrometa and 
Amicor, because awareness of the competitors on the market influences the 
decision-making processes. With help of this database it will be easier to 
monitor competitors during this building season. Moreover, it would be a 
good base for future monitoring. In addition to this, Ruukki Rus, Andrometa 
and Amicor will have a chance to compare the existing database and the one, 
created by me, and take into consideration differences, if there are any. 
The conducted research was covering different aspects, concerning steel struc-
ture production, however only one characteristic was defined during the re-
search process as the key one, i.e. price for one ton of columns. It was not a 
random characteristic that managers from the company wanted to know. Col-
umns are the very core elements in steel buildings, therefore, they define the 
price for the complete building. That is why it is vital to know its price in to 
compete successfully on the market. The research results provided Ruukki 
Rus and its dealers with the rating of competitors’ column prices, which is a 
valuable information that can assist the company’s managers during the 
decision-making processes.  
The most important part of the research is price recommendations. There were 
different methods considered, however, none of them was fitting the company, 
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its strategy and the industry they are operating in. That is why a mixed 
method of break-even pricing and competition-based pricing was chosen. This 
method was perfectly fitting the research goal, in addition to the fact that all 
the information for calculating the price was available. As a result, the price 
recommendations could been given. 
The outcome of the research is following: the recommended column price for 
building season 2010 is 45 000 Rubles per ton. It was demonstrated that it is 
the most profitable price, hence it should be considered as a selling price for 
building season 2010. In addition to the fact that recommended price is going 
to result in the biggest profits, the price of 45 000 Rubles per one ton of col-
umns is one of the most attractive ones for the customers. Moreover, con-
ducted research showed that pricing strategy can be rather flexible in upcom-
ing building season. This is probably the most critical finding of the research, 
as the ability to be flexible in making strategically important decisions is one 
of the factors that lead companies to higher profits.
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Appendix 1. Requirement specification original 
 
OOO «Амикор»                                 AmiCor ®
В отдел продаж.
Исх. № 17/01 от 04.03.2010г.
Уважаемые господа!
Инжиниринговая компания ООО «Амикор» участвует в тендере по строительству 
2-ой очереди логистического комплекса из легких металлоконструкций в Московской 
области. В настоящее  время идет отбор потенциальных субподрядчиков и поставщиков 
комплектных зданий. Предполагаемые  сроки начала строительно-монтажных работ  II 
квартал 2010 года. Срок  поставки комплекта III квартал 2010 года. Предполагаемый 
объем поставки элементов каркаса 660 тн. Конструкция здания 2-ой очереди будет 
повторять  конструкцию 1-ой очереди. С целью  определения возможности изготовления 
и подготовки коммерческого предложения с Вашей стороны, направляем чертежи  КМ 1-
ой очереди.
Просим предоставить следующую информацию по стоимости комплектующи (в 
т.ч. НДС 18%):
1. Стоимость  одной тонны металлоконструкций колонн без учета стоимости 
метизов.
2. Стоимость  одной тонны металлоконструкций ферм (стропильных и 
подстропильных) без учета стоимости метизов.
3. Стоимость  доставки 660 тн металлоконструкций до  г. Подольск, 
Московской области (ж\д или а\м).
4. Стоимость  одного кв.м стеновых ограждающих конструкций (панели-
сэндвич с минераловатным утеплителем, толщина – 100 мм).
Если Ваша организация выполняет строительно-монтажные работы, просим 
предоставить следующую информацию:
5. Стоимость монтажа с готовых фундаментов одной тонны 
металлоконструкций каркаса.
6. Стоимость  монтажа  одного  кв.м ограждающих конструкций панелей-
сендвич.
            Дополнительно просим указать:
7.Возможность предоставления банковской гарантии на сумму аванса 30% 
от объема поставки. Расходы на банковскую гарантию  указать  отдельной 
строкой.
8.Достигнутую производственную мощность Вашего предприятия (тонн в 
месяц) по выпуску элементов каркаса и реальная (или планируемая) 
загрузка производства на  летний сезон  2010 г. (Если Вы планируете 
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разместить  заказ у своих партнеров заводов-изготовителей, укажите 
это).
ООО «Амикор» ИНН 4025414829 КПП 402501001 Обнинское отделение № 7786 СБ РФ,
Россия, 249030, Калужская обл. ОГРН 1027700132195                                    БИК 042908612
г. Обнинск, пр.Ленина, 144 К/с 30101810100000000612
тел.:  8 (48439) 2-06-06 Р/с 40702810922230101513                          
факс: 8 (48439) 2-06-06 Калужский ОСБ № 8608 г. Калуга      
Кроме того, на территории логистического  центра необходимо возвести здание 
гаража размерами 18,0х42,0х6,0 м (шаг колонн 6 м) в следующей комплектации:
-    ограждающие конструкции (стены – панели-сэндвич, толщина  100 мм, кровля – 
полистовая из профлиста с минераловатным утеплителем, толщина 150 мм);
- воротные проемы 4,0х4,0 – 3 шт. с длинного фасада здания;
- остекление – ленточное 39,0х1,5, ПВХ, однокамерный стеклопакет, глухие.
         Проектно-конструкторская документация на здание гаража предоставляется 
заводом изготовителем.
          
 Коммерческое предложение просим направлять:
- по e-mail: amicor@obninsk.ru
- по факсу: (48439) 2-06-06
            Информацию просим предоставить до 11.03.2010 года.
Примечания: 
1. В коммерческом предложении просим предоставлять информацию строго по 
пунктам данного запроса.
2. К данному запросу прилагается часть чертежей КМ в количестве – 10 листов (3 
файла).
С уважением, 
Директор по продажам  ООО «Амикор»                                            И. Беспалов
 04.03.2010
 
ООО «Амикор» ИНН 4025414829 КПП 402501001 Обнинское отделение № 7786 СБ РФ,
Россия, 249030, Калужская обл. ОГРН 1027700132195                                    БИК 042908612
г. Обнинск, пр.Ленина, 144 К/с 30101810100000000612
тел.:  8 (48439) 2-06-06 Р/с 40702810922230101513                          
факс: 8 (48439) 2-06-06 Калужский ОСБ № 8608 г. Калуга      
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Appendix 2. Requirement specification English translation
OOO Amicor
To the sales department
#17/01, sent on 4 March 2010 
Dear Sir/Madam
Engineering company Amicor is participating in the construction tender of the 
second staged logistic complex made from light-weighted steel structures in 
Moscow region. Currently the selection process of potential subcontractors 
and suppliers of complete buildings is going on. The estimated beginning of 
the construction and erection works will take place in the second quarter of 
2010. The due date for delivery of complete building is the third quarter of 
2010. The estimated volume of supply of frame elements is 660 tons. The 
building structure  of the second stage buildings coincides with the building 
structure of the first stage. In order to identify whether it is possible for you to 
prepare the offer, the blueprints of the first stage buildings are sent.
We are kindly asking you to provide the following information concerning the 
component prices (including VAT 18%):
1. Price for one ton of steel structure columns without the price for 
metal goods.
2. Price for one ton of steel structure trusses without the price for metal 
goods.
3. The transportation costs for 660 tons of steel structures. Destination: 
Podolsk, Moscow region (means of transportation could be either 
railway or road).
4. Price for one square meter of wall frame filling (sandwich-panels 
with mineral wool, 100 mm).
In addition to this, if your company carries out the construction and erection 
works, we would like you to provide the following information:
5. Price for erection of one ton of steel structure frames.
6. Price for erection of one square meter of wall sandwich-panels.
Moreover, we would also like to know:
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7. whether you are able to provide a bank guarantee in the amount of 
30% of advanced payment from the total volume of supply. Please, 
specify the bank guarantee expenditures as a separate position.
8. The achieved production capacity of your company (tons per month) 
and the estimated production utilization for building season 2010, if 
it is possible. If you are planning to partner with other steel structure 
manufacturers, please, specify it. 
At the same time, a garage is needed on the territory of logistic complex. The 
dimensions of the building are 18 x 42 x 6 m, and the specifications of the 
building are following: 
- frame filling (sandwich-panels with mineral wool, 100 mm; roofing - roof 
sheeting profile with mineral wool, 150 mm)
- three gate apertures, 4 x 4 m (on a longer face of the building)
- glazing: continuous windows (39 x 1,5 m), PVC window profile, double-
pane glass, fixed windows
Project designing and documentation for the garage building is provided by 
manufacturing factory.
We are kindly asking you to send the commercial offer via e-mail 
amicor@obninsk.ru or fax (48439) 2-06-06 by 11 March 2010.
Notes:
1. Would you please provide the information strictly according to the above-
mentioned positions in the requirement specification.
2. Find 10 pages of blueprints (3 files) attached to the e-mail. 
Best regards
Sales Director of Amicor                                                    Igor Bespalov
4 March 2010
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Appendix 3. Sample commercial offers from producers of steel structures
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Appendix 4. Competitor’s database 
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Appendix 5. Offers’ details (sorted by the sending date)
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Appendix 6. Offers’ details (sorted by the lowest price first)
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Appendix 7. Key financial figures of Ruukki Rus based on the interview 
with Sergej Chernyshev
Key financial figures and economical characteristics were collected during the 
interview with Sergej Chernyshev in order to complete the calculations of 
Break-Even Point and profitability level.
1. Profits
2009: 85 000 000 (Euros per year) whole production = 297 500 000 (Rubles per 
month)
! 42 500 000 (Euros per year) steel structures = 148 750 000 (Rubles per 
month)
2010 (estimation): 120 000 000 (Euros per year)
! ! ! 60 000 000 (Euros per year)
Note 1: fixed exchange rate applies to all calculations for the year 2009 - 42 
Rubles per 1 Euro; for the year 2010 - 40 Rubles per 1 Euro.
Note 2: the figures given by Chernyshev are the ones that in italic. The figures 
that are calculated by the researcher are in regular style. This applies to the 
whole interview. 
Note 3: steel production takes the half of the whole production figure (applies 
to all calculations)
2. Production volume
2009: 3 070 (tons per month) in average
2010 (estimation): 3 000 - 4 000 (tons per month)
3. Fixed costs for whole production
2009: 2 500 000 (Euros per year) = 105 000 000 (Rubles per month)
2010 (estimation): 1 700 000 (Euros per year) = 68 000 000 (Rubles per month)
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4. Variable costs for steel structures
2009: 38 800 (Rubles per ton)
2010 (estimation): 34 560 - 34 670 (Rubles per ton)
! - Note: in this research, the figure 34 615 (Rubles per ton) was treated as 
an average variable cost for steel structure for the year 2010
5. Price for steel structure (without VAT 18%)
2009: 48 500 (Rubles per ton) in average during the year
Note: the price for steel structure = variable costs + 25% mark-up = 38 800 Ru-
bles per ton + 9 700 Rubles per ton = 48 500
2010: the information is not provided as the research target is to find it out.
